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Precision Frontier of  Next Decades

The precision frontier of next decades in Higgs and electroweak physics 
is expected to be defined by a new e−e+ collider.  
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Many of the baseline precisions are set up by measuring hadronic events, 
with jet-level analysis

Hadronic modes are dominant for primary Higgs and 
electroweak processes at low beam energy 

Dominance of  Hadronic Events in Data 
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Limitations of  Jet-Level Analysis 

Information deformation (imperfectness of jet-clustering algorithms)  

Reconstructed kinematics of the jets is deformed from the truth   

Especially significant if the jet ancestral partons are collimated inside detector 
=> showers badly overlap in space

Jet clustering - 
Reconstruct physics 
of perturbative level
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Limitations of  Jet-Level Analysis 

Information loss (over reduction of the feature-space dimensionality) 

Substructure: color, electric charge, flavor, etc. of jet ancestral partons  

Superstructure: quantum number of parent particle of jet ancestral partons, 
such as color, polarization, etc. => Correlate their showers 

Jet clustering - 
Reconstruct physics 
of perturbative level



Deep Machine Learning

[credit: www]

Technology to mimic 
human intelligence 

and behavior
Study on algorithms of 

computer learning Multi-layer ML 
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One natural solution  

Synergize the complex event-level information into data analysis, 
using the advanced tool of deep neural network 



Method I
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Pursue jet-level analysis by properly incorporating subjet-scale/event-level 
observables

Jet substructure observables [S. Ellis et. al., 1992]: extensively applied to studying boost kinematics 
Event shape: e.g. thrust [E. Farhi, 1977]  

Fox-Wolfram moments [G. C. Fox and S. Wolfram, 1978]

Pro: simple analysis framework and relatively opaque physics 

Con: lack of knowledge on the completeness of the pool of observables in representing 
event-level kinematics, and also no guideline for selecting the observables to incorporate



But, as a physicist, I wanna know the 
underlying physics, … … (Con)

Information deformation and loss, … …  

Well, this is just an image. Why bother to cluster a jet?  

Method II

Pursue the analysis in a brute-
force way, using, e.g. the image 
recognition techniques with the 
event-level data as inputs.

Pro: the kinematic information at 
event level could be exploited to 
the greatest extent
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Primary Goals
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Goal 1: provide an angle to evaluate physics capability of future e−e+ 
colliders, different from the ones taken in documents, by properly 
synergizing the event-level information into the DNN-based data analysis.

Goal 2: construct an observable scheme to systematically represent the 
event-level information in each event  

Implement method I in an organized manner 
Open a window potentially allowing us to look into the kinematics/
physics making DNN work, a task generically challenging for method II 



Primary Goals
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e-e+ collider stands at a great position to achieve goal 2, because 
of the isotropy of its event momentum (negligible ISR), i.e.,

~pevent ⌘ 0

Goal 1: provide an angle to evaluate physics capability of future e−e+ 
colliders, different from the ones taken in documents, by properly 
synergizing event-level information into the DNN-based data analysis.

Goal 2: construct an observable scheme to systematically represent the 
event-level information in each event  

Implement method I in an organized manner 
Open a window potentially allowing us to look into the kinematics/
physics making DNN work, a task generically difficult for method II 



Cumulative Mollweide Projection
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Define a Cartesian coordinate system: z-axis being 
along beam line and x − y plane (equatorial plane) 
overlapping with its transverse plane 

Rotate motion direction of the most energetic visible 
particle to be along x-axis  

Project energy of all visible particles to detector sphere 
(10000 events after shower), with the color of each cell 
scaling with its energy accumulation

Back-to-back motion of qq 

Iris: included angle between qq  

Halo:  

shower smears position points and 
contours of ancestral patrons 

carries information lost at jet level

Z (beam)

y.
x

Anisotropic Features



Cumulative Mollweide Projection
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Whether can we introduce a CMB-like 
observable scheme to represent/encode the 

event-level kinematics at e-e+ colliders? 



Dictionary between Collider and CMB 
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CMB-like observable scheme: leading order => FW moments; higher orders => 
multi-spectra of spherical harmonics 

To implement Method I, priority should be given to the FW moments!!!

~pevent ⌘ 0 ensures no significant bias introduced to the spectra (generically suffered by hadron collider)
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Analysis Strategy

J1: reference classifier 

E1 and E2: representers of optimistic sensitivity 

J2 and J3: consistency check, physics interpretation

(J1, J2, J3: Fully connected neural network; E1, E2: ResNet-50 based CNN) 



Classification of  Two-Jet Events
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FW Spectra
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Difference: suppressed ``cosmic variance’’, due to large size of 
data sample (central limit theorem) 

�
x̄

=
�
xp
n

Similarity: ``acoustic peaks/valleys’’ carry physical information at 
different angular scales. How to interpret the FW spectrum?

FW Spectra
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Visible energy

Visible momentum

Visible mass of 
each event and its 

recoil mass

Democracy of energy allocation 
among visible particles => damping 
tails => Infrared and collinear safe

Please find comprehensive discussions on physical information 
carried by FW ``acoustic peaks/valleys’’ in arXiv: 2004.15013 

FW Spectra
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ROC Curves and AUC Values

Jet+FW+track (J3)

Image+track (E2)

Image (E1)

Jet+FW (J2)

Jet (J1)

J1 < J2/J3 < E1/E2

Consistency check

(Perfect Detector)

In some contexts, FW 
encode most message 
missed at jet level =>  

J1 < J2/J3 ~ E1/E2
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Measurement of  Higgs Decay Width (Exclusive)

Method A

Method B

Method C

Method D
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Measurement of  Higgs Decay Width (Exclusive)

Method A

Method B

Method C

Method D

Main stream method at 240 GeV and 365 GeV
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Measurement of  Higgs Decay Width (Inclusive)

Method A

Method C’

Method D

�(Zh), �(ZhZ), �(⌫⌫hh), �(Zhh), �(ZhW ) and �(⌫⌫hW )

�h =
�(h ! WW ⇤)

BR(h ! WW ⇤)
/ �(⌫⌫h)

BR(h ! WW ⇤)
=

[�(⌫⌫hh)][�(Zh)]2

[�(Zhh)][�(ZhW )]

�h =
�(h ! WW ⇤)

BR(h ! WW ⇤)
/ �(⌫⌫h)

BR(h ! WW ⇤)
=

[�(⌫⌫hh)]2[�(Zh)]2

[�(⌫⌫hW )][�(Zhh)]2

To reduce unnecessary complication that the Higgs events with different decay 
modes serve as backgrounds mutually, we will take inclusive Method B' instead

Method B’



DNN-based Analysis Results
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Jet+FW+(track) => improved by a factor ~ 1.5 
Imaging + (track) => improved by a factor ~1.8  
Sensitivity gap: could be filled by FW moments not included, and multi-spectra 
- yet to be explored   

Jet+FW+track Image+trackImageJet+FWJet
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Jet+FW+track Image+trackImageJet+FWJet

Can the Higgs decay width be measured 
with a precision of sub percent in the 240 
GeV operation scenario of FCC-ee/CEPC?

[F. An et al., 1810.09037]

Outlook
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Outlook

Higgs couplings to quarks/gluons 

CP properties of Higgs boson 

Flavor physics 

Precision measurements of QCD parameters 

… … 

We expect the developed strategies to be applied to many other hadronic-
measurements at future e-e+ colliders. How much we can benefit?

Although the CMB-like observable scheme is introduced for analyzing the data at e-e+ 

colliders, its application can be extended to, e.g., LHC and even future hadron colliders. 
But, the FW-moments and multi-spectra could be strongly smeared at such machines 
because of the anisotropy of event momentum. Can this problem be well addressed?



Summary 

We live at a unique juncture in history! 
  

As a machine for Higgs and electroweak measurements, we would like to know the 
capability of the next-generation e-e+ colliders, to push forward the precision frontier.    

So far, almost all studies in documents on physics potential of such an e-e+ collider 
were based on traditional wisdoms. In contrast, deep ML popularized in last two 

decades provides an unprecedentedly powerful tool for data mining.   

It is important to systematically review the physical potential of these colliders with this 
advanced tool. Such an effort is being initiated, with the assistance of a CMB-like 

observable scheme. But, comprehensive study is still needed…



LHC

  At tree level, we have 

Here                                            can be understood as a measure of the de 

   

At loop-level, we have  
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Thank you!

GRF under grant No. 16302117 

AoE under grant No. AoE/P-404/18-3 
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Two-parton System

(dependent on multipole)  => FW oscillation patterns 
=> Collimation/collinearity of partons 

(independent of multipole)  => FW oscillation axis 
=> democracy of energy allocation among partons 

+

Shower will deform and smear this spectrum; eventually the FW 
spectrum will be a picturization of both effects at hadron level
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FW SpectraTwo-jet Events

Collimation/collinearity of partons => 
included angle slightly bigger than 3pi/4
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Four-jet Events
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[Manqi Ruan’s talk]

Min[(mj1j2 �mW/Z)
2 + (mj3j4 �mW/Z)

2]/�W/Z

WqWq vs. ZqZq
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WqWq vs. ZqZq

Jet+FW+track (J3) 
(59%)

Image+track (E2) 
(73%)

Image (E1) 
(70%)

Jet+FW (J2) 
(56%)

Jet (J1) 
(53%)

Traditional 
(50%)
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Backup - sigma(vvhh) Analysis 
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Jet+FW+track Image+trackImageJet+FWJet

The classifiers are developed based on the CEPC 
template 
Energy/momentum resolution: scale the CEPC 
baseline ones with a factor epsilon [0.1,2.0]  
Image pixel: 50x50 (FW moments with l < 50) => 
uncertainty-tolerant space 
FCC-ee-IDEA-template => slightly better    

Robustness against Detector Resolution

energy/momentum granularity
ECAL HCAL ECAL HCAL

CEPC ⇠ 0.20
p
E ⇠ 0.60

p
E 300⇥ 360 150⇥ 180

IDEA ⇠ 0.11
p
E ⇠ 0.30

p
E 240⇥ 300 240⇥ 300


